April 8, 2019

FINAL GARDEN SURVEY RESULTS 2019
SUMMARY OF SURVEY RESULTS
The following is a summary of comments received from 81 questionnaire responses received
by Gardens Ottawa between February 8th and April 1st, 2019. Not every question was
answered by each responder, so the sample size per question varies.
1. For you, what is a ‘Garden’? What do you visualize? What comes to mind?
Responses with similar comments were grouped:
• 41 of 72 responses contained the words green, greenery, plants, vegetation, flora, trees
or shrubs
• 23 found pleasant associations – relax, retreat, oasis, therapeutic, pleasure, calms,
memories, soothing, senses stimulated, refreshing, feel zen, feed my soul
• 20 communicated specific planning, such as layout, patterns, design, organized,
choosing, well placed, meticulous, developed, architectural
• 19 had flowers, annuals or perennials as part of their vision
• 17 had vegetables, fruit or edibles as central to a garden
• 16 associate gardens with natural, wild, habitat, nature, or wetlands
• 15 associated gardens with beauty, aesthetically pleasing, visually pleasing or attractive
• 12 refer to space or open space
• 10 mention managed, maintained, cared for, husbanded, work
• 9 see gardens as providing for sitting, eating, playing, walking, living or resting
• 8 refer to unique, creative, intriguing, living art, cultural, interpretation, ideas or
educate
• 6 mention insects or pollinators
• 5 mention colour
• 3 consider pots, containers, baskets or raised beds as part of their vision
• 2 refer to contact with earth, ground or dirt
• 2 cite changing seasons or all seasons
2. What is your favourite garden or garden experience in Ottawa? Why?
• 17 of 73 responses identified the Ornamental Gardens at the Central Experimental Farm
(CEF) as their favourite garden
• 9 favoured Commissioner’s Park/Queen Elizabeth Drive, especially during the spring
Tulip Festival
• 8 considered their own garden to be their favourite
• 6 picked Maplelawn as their favourite
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6 identified community gardens
6 selected the Fletcher Wildlife Garden at the CEF
4 picked the Dominion Arboretum at the CEF
4 identified an annual pond tour as their favourite
3 selected residential gardens in their neighbourhood
3 cited the Rockcliffe Rockeries
2 picked the Garden of the Provinces and Territories
1 each for:
o Governor General’s Residence
o Confederation Park
o Japanese Zen Garden at Museum of History
o Beechwood Cemetery Water Garden
o Manotick Remembrance Park
o CHEO Butterfly Garden
o Billings Estate
o Algonquin College Campus Garden
o Hull Casino
o Andrew Hayden Park
o Natural Areas surrounding the city.

3. What do you think is the most underappreciated/ underrated garden or garden
experience in Ottawa? Why?
Many of the favourite gardens were also considered to be underappreciated.
• 10 of 55 responses also found the Ornamental Gardens at the CEF as underappreciated
• 10 the Arboretum at the CEF
• 7 considered the gardens of ordinary residents underappreciated
• 7 cited community gardens in general or specific community gardens (Brewer Park,
Woodpark and Stittsville)
• 6 picked the Fletcher Wildlife Garden at the CEF
• 3 identified Maplelawn
• 2 cited Canadensis
• 2 selected the Governor General’s Residence
• 2 identified open spaces
• 2 cited planters and containers downtown and throughout the city
• 1 each for:
o Just Food Farm
o Garden of the Provinces
o Rockcliffe Rockeries
o Algonquin College Campus Garden
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Poet’s Pathway
Greenbelt Research Farm
Garden tours
Queen Juliana Park
Beechwood Cemetery
Canada Garden at the Museum of History
Landscapes of Canada Garden at the Museum of Nature

4. What garden type or garden experience do you think is missing in Ottawa?
• 17 of 69 responses cited the lack of a botanic garden or national level garden where
they could spend the full day, a place to go in the winter, where they could learn about
plants
• 11 refer to the need for a conservatory, greenhouse, tropical or winter garden
• 8 see a pressing need for more market, food or community gardens
• 7 would like to see more native or wild gardens with biodiversity and attracting
pollinators
• 4 would like to see more municipal involvement in gardens, including a network of local
pocket parks or green spaces across the city, especially downtown, and more flowers in
parks
• 4 would like more garden tours, including walking tours, private garden tours
• 2 are looking for more interpretation and education
• 2 want to see more venues for public events and programming
• 2 want more water, fountains and water features
• 2 want more innovation
• 2 would like to see more garden related educational opportunities
• 1 each for:
o more art in gardens
o more focus on seniors and mobility issues
o butterfly gardens
o a café in a park
o international gardens
o xeriscape gardens
o temporary gardens built on pending core area development sites
5. What do you think is the most important garden/gardening issue needing attention in
Ottawa?
Issues were communicated in the comments of all the survey questions and remarks. The
following are some of the key messages received.
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Botanic Garden and Conservatory
• There was repeated demand for a national level garden or botanic garden of significant
size with some form of conservatory or greenhouse that would allow access for a yearround garden experience. People want to be able to spend a good portion of the day
viewing and learning more about plants.
Urban Agriculture
•

•

•

The need for more community gardens, where people can grow their own food, was
strongly and repeatedly stated. While the Just Food Farm was praised, many cited the
need for urban gardens in highly populated areas of the city where apartment dwellers,
low income residents, and those without vehicles could grow food. The term ‘urban
agriculture’ was used.
Along the same lines, a discussion about the use of public spaces and/or crossover
private/public spaces for gardening, especially for food production, is needed to clarify
and open up opportunities.
There are requests to consider the design of gardens to attract pollinators, an especially
critical issue for community gardens and urban agriculture.

Poor Maintenance and Neglect of Gardens
•

•

•

Poor or declining garden maintenance was a common theme. Some cited past
favourite gardens which had declined. Specific gardens or open spaces identified as
neglected included the Rockcliffe Rockeries, the Arboretum, the Airport Parkway, Beryl
Gaffney Park, 700 Sussex Drive (former Daly Building site), the Canada Garden at the
Museum of History and the Landscapes of Canada Garden at the Museum of Nature.
Many of the favourite gardens, such as the CEF Ornamental Gardens and Maplelawn
are maintained almost exclusively by volunteers. While volunteers are an important
resource for garden maintenance, they need greater organizational and financial
support.
Along similar lines many pointed out that the type of maintenance is also falling short.
This was best said by one responder, “Proper horticultural care is seriously lacking.
(Most) so-called landscape maintenance companies seem to be untrained in horticultural
practices. A “landscaper” will take an electric hedgetrimmer to a shrub garden and
completely ruin the plants, whereas a “gardener” will use hand tools and proper technique
to prune for form and function, thereby prolonging the life and aesthetics of the shrub
garden.” This lack of skill extends to all aspects of garden maintenance requiring
trained horticultural knowledge. More thought needs to be given to the division of
tasks between skilled and unskilled individuals, and to make the necessary funding
available for proper care.
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Urban Intensification
•

•
•
•
•

There is concern that urban intensification is happening at the cost of other important
and valued components of a livable urban area, such as greenspaces and large trees,
and rainfall and heat mitigation.
The need to protect gardens, open spaces and remnant greenspaces from urban
intensification was communicated.
This is also critical in satisfying the high demand for accessible greenspace to conduct
urban agriculture.
The need for more, not less, gardens and open spaces in the core area, even small
pocket parks, was repeatedly identified.
Many also lamented the disappearance of the tree canopy in the core area. People
need shade, especially in dense urban areas where the heat island effect of buildings is
a factor. Concern was expressed about the trend of widespread planting of small trees
and large shrubs in dense urban areas. Greater planting of trees with a large ultimate
size is needed. A network of pocket parks in dense urban areas would help address this
need, by providing the required growing conditions to support large trees.

Population Impacts and Carrying Capacity
•

The issue of over use of gardens was raised. As the population of the Ottawa area
increases, the ability of gardens and natural areas to withstand high use without
degradation has become an increasingly important issue. Determining the carrying
capacity of a site and managing it to minimize negative impacts and/or increasing its
resilience to high use requires a lot more thought and action than has previously
occurred on this topic.

Municipal Support for Gardens and Greenspaces
•

Responders would like to see greater municipal support for gardens in Ottawa. What
form should this support take? Preservation of existing parks and open spaces? New
pocket parks in dense urban areas? Including an area for community gardening in all
municipal parks? Addressing gardens in the official plan, zoning, by-laws, guidelines,
etc.?

Climate Change
•

The need has been identified for people to better consider planting for climate change,
to address more frequent and prolonged droughts, higher temperatures, more intense
rainfall, etc.
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Garden Information, Programming and Education
•

•
•

•
•

Several people, both long-time residents and newcomers, wanted access to
information on where Ottawa gardens were located, directions on how to get to them,
and what facilities they have, such as parking, washrooms, etc. A website was
suggested. Note: Gardens Ottawa produced just such a website in 2017/2018. Please
access this information at gardensottawa.ca
The need to do more to promote and attract residents and visitors to visit Ottawa
gardens was also identified. The use of social media was suggested.
There is an identified lack of garden programming and activities for families, such as
play areas, food amenities (food carts, ice cream trucks, etc.), washrooms and drinking
fountains.
More on-site information on gardens, such as their history, garden layout, plant names,
etc., was requested.
More guided garden tours are needed. Note: For garden tours of Ottawa please
consult gardenpromenade.ca for weekly bus and cycling tours.

Note: Please also refer to another recent website called gardeningcalendar.ca for
upcoming gardening events for Ottawa.

SYMPOSIUM DISCUSSION FORUM ON KEY SURVEY ISSUES
On Saturday, March 16, 2019, from 9:00 am to 12:30 pm, Gardens Ottawa held a half day
Garden Symposium. Courtesy of Councilor Mathieu Fleury, the event was held at the
Richelieu-Vanier Community Centre, 300 Des Peres-Blancs Avenue. Sixty-four (64)
participants attended. As part of the symposium, a discussion forum took place in which
participants were divided into six groups. Each group was asked to flesh out more information
and ideas on some of the key garden/gardening issues needing attention in Ottawa as
identified by respondents to question 5 of the garden survey.
Group 1: There was repeated demand for a national level garden or botanic garden of
significant size with some form of conservatory or greenhouse that would allow access for a
year-round garden experience. People want to be able to spend a good portion of the day
viewing and learning more about plants.
o This group felt that there are currently only micro opportunities to satisfy this
demand, in bits and pieces in Ottawa, and not everyone knows what exists.
o They felt that Ottawa should be a leader in Canada in horticulture.
o They thought that the Experimental Farm is a good site for a national level garden
because it is right in the middle of the city and large portions are underutilized.
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o There should be an educational component, not just displays, with opportunities for
hands on experience.
o The plant collection should be representative of Canada.
o This group would like to have a greenhouse, but some have concerns about the
environmental relevance of a greenhouse. There was also concern that
greenhouses can be sterile.
Group 2: The need for more community gardens, where people can grow their own food, was
strongly and repeatedly stated. While Just Food Farm was praised, many cited the need for
urban gardens in highly populated areas of the city where apartment dwellers, low income
residents, and those without vehicles could grow food. The term ‘urban agriculture’ was used.
o This group felt that the City of Ottawa owned easements in the front yards of their
properties is an underused resource.
o They would like to see a total change in attitude by the City about using municipal
lands, including road allowances.
o Homeowners would like to know more about how they can use these lands.
o This group also differentiated between public lands that were neglected, resulting
in weedy growth, compared to naturalized lands of native tall grasses. The latter
has value, the former does not and should be better managed and utilized.
o They felt there was a disparity in the availability of public gardens within the city.
o They thought that the City should carve out a piece of every park for community
gardening. They identified the City of Hamilton as having such a program.
o They would like the City to educate the public about bees, and to reinforce that they
are not going to “sting” you.
o This group also expressed a concern that the City appears to be tearing down trees
to make way for hardscapes and buildings. Intensification seems to equate to tree
removal, a dismal situation.
o There is a need to engage young people.
Group 3: Responders would like to see greater municipal support for gardens in Ottawa. What
form should this support take?
o Leadership at the municipal level is key to policies that help gardeners beautify the
city (and all the other benefits flowing from this). Some councilors are keener than
others, of course, but we need to work on them to raise their consciousness. Lack of
leadership at the mayoral level doesn’t help. There isn’t even a committee
responsible for this.
o Recognition and appreciation of citizens’ efforts is also important to encourage
them. Perhaps some way to do this can be found – a small sign or sticker put in front
gardens, mention in local newspapers like the Glebe Report, Kitchissippi Times,
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Oscar, etc. Maybe the Gardens Ottawa website could solicit nominations for efforts
of citizens such as one (Nora Lee) who planted flowers around the mailbox site on
her space (actually, the city’s strip but part pf her garden). Publicize such efforts,
however small.
o Things the City of Ottawa could do better:
 Support the CBGS in its efforts to create a botanical garden here. Raise
public awareness and provide whatever logistical and research support it
can.
 Participate in Communities in Bloom, which is not a financial burden.
 Better support for community gardening and make available more space for
this, as long waiting lists indicate the need for it.
 Let people garden with wildflowers and vegetables in their front yards rather
than forcing them to remove these installations, as has happened before.
(We hear they don’t even like the little library boxes that pop up.)
 Encourage guerilla gardening in suitable spaces. Clean up spots that are
currently eyesores.
 Snow removal, salt, and winter conditions generally are a big challenge, but
perhaps the City can do more to educate operators so that they won’t do
quite as much damage to front yards and corners, municipal space or not.
 Some “cash in lieu” from developers for parkland should be used for
community gardens, not always big parks.
 A parks master plan is need for the core area to address the open space
deficit.
 Ensure garden and open space issues and concerns are address in the
Official Plan Review, currently underway.
Group 4: Poor or declining garden maintenance was a common theme. Some cited past
favourite gardens which had declined. Specific gardens or open spaces identified included the
Rockcliffe Rockeries, the Arboretum, the Airport Parkway, Beryl Gaffney Park, and 700 Sussex
Drive (former Daly Building site).
o Garden and landscape staff want to make their facilities look great, but lack
resources.
o In Ottawa we only have 6 months of the year to make things look amazing.
o This group felt that band aid solutions are what are in place for many gardens now.
o Due to major organizational changes and cutbacks, funding is a major issue for
garden and landscape maintenance. It is very rarely a priority.
o Many organizations now rely heavily on volunteers, such as Friends of the Farm.
o The garden sector needs to be more tenacious about going after funding for proper
garden care and maintenance.
o Donations and support from the private sector are needed.
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o A communications plan is needed to create awareness by the public on the current
state of garden and landscape maintenance. Use blogs, Instagram, City postings,
etc.
o Building appreciation is a positive way to gain help and support.
o Make the connection between the mental and physical health benefits of garden
care.
o Get kids involved. Enlist school boards, school groups, programs for kids (summer
camps, Boys and Girls Club, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, etc.) to get them involved
in garden maintenance.
o Get people out of the house and into the dirt. Need to start at a grass roots level to
develop interest and appreciation for garden maintenance.
Group 5: The need to protect gardens, open spaces and remnant greenspaces from urban
intensification was communicated. This is especially critical in satisfying the high demand for
accessible greenspace to conduct urban agriculture.
o Just Food is a small non-profit community-based organization focused on food
issues in Ottawa. It receives some of its funding from the City of Ottawa.
o It is Just Food’s experience that it is easier for private landowners to start a
community garden because there is less red tape and they can access funding from
Just Food.
o There are currently 150 community associations within the City of Ottawa. These
could be used to establish a communications network, with education and
resources, to advocate for the protection of urban open spaces for community
gardens.
o Information of relevant by-laws, and how-to workshops for new gardeners, new
immigrants and vulnerable populations is needed.
o Workshops would allow the sharing of knowledge and could include soil
preservation, regeneration and augmentation, composting in urban areas,
harnessing rainfall for irrigation, native and hardy plant species and cultivars,
pollinator plants, etc.
o Front yard garden complaints by neighbours regarding aesthetics versus food
access needs to be better addressed.
o For urban food production and plant growth, changes in building massing and
height can have a profound impact on the viability of a garden.
Group 6: The issue of over demand for garden access was raised. As the population of the
Ottawa area increases, the ability of gardens and natural areas to withstand high use without
degradation has become an increasingly important issue. Determining the carrying capacity of
a site and managing it to minimize negative impacts and/or increasing its resilience to high use
requires a lot more thought and action than has previously occurred on this topic.
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o Involve and educate children so they have more regard for environment as adults.
o Teach children who will influence their parents.
o Manage or stagger the volume of garden access, based on the sites ability to handle
foot traffic.
o Where people used to be able to walk anywhere, limit access to areas easily
damaged or degraded, through the use of more resilient path materials, or guide
ropes.
o Use self-seeding plants to facilitate regeneration.

CONCLUSIONS:
Finally, a few survey results deserve to be highlighted.
There is a definite desire for greater municipal leadership in garden issues and concerns that
does not necessarily need to be focused on the floral aspects of gardening. Indeed, when
asked how they define a garden, 57% of survey responders associate gardens with green,
plants, vegetation, trees and shrubs, with 26% associating gardens with flowers and 24% with
edibles. The second most frequent association was with gardens as a retreat, an oasis,
refreshing, relaxing, and calming.
Half of the favourite gardens in Ottawa are concentrated at the Central Experimental Farm and
the Dow’s Lake area (Ornamental Gardens, Dominion Arboretum, Fletcher Wildlife Garden
and Commissioner’s Park). Even with this long-standing horticultural node, 41% of
respondents still find that a botanic garden offering day long and full season access to more indepth information on flora is missing. The fulfillment of the Canadensis vision for such a
facility would complement existing historic garden attractions at this horticultural node.
Fifteen percent of respondents rated their own or neighbourhood gardens as their favourite
garden in Ottawa. This should not be surprise, since any gardener will tell you that the
greatest joy of a garden is seeing the day-to-day changes in the plants throughout the growing
season and all the little interactions with insects, birds and other wildlife. This important
garden sector should not be forgotten.
Through personal necessity or in support of the local food movement, the demand for
opportunities to carry out urban agriculture, near to where people live, is growing. Greater
planning is needed to accommodate urban agriculture as an integral part of the city fabric.
Clarification of where and how such growing opportunities are available is required, along with
a public understanding of why seeming opportunities are prohibited for other valid city
planning objectives.
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It is not a coincidence that the Ornamental Gardens at the Central Experimental Farm was the
standout favourite garden in Ottawa. Its success is not only tied to its rich history, but its
strong and well-developed team of volunteers organized under Friends of the Farm. The best
garden design is soon diminished without proper and attentive care. Gardens are living
organisms with life cycles, competition among plants for space and nutrients, and variable
responses to seasonal and yearly climatic conditions. Knowledgeable people who understand
these horticultural assets and how to tend and manage them is critical. Even a low
maintenance garden may require less, but knowledgeable care to sustain it. A combination of
paid and volunteer staff, with sufficient organization and resource support is a basic
requirement for the development of a vibrant and successful garden culture in the City of
Ottawa. Ultimately, this is how we may eventually become “The City of Gardens”.

Prepared by Julie Mulligan, BLA, MSc.
OALA Representative
Gardens Ottawa
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